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Abstract Different filtering strategies were studied that can be used to compensate or prevent instabilities
during the iterative PIV interrogation process: predictor filtering, corrector filtering and image weighting. In
case of predictor filtering two linear and one non-linear filter are used. The linear filters are a moving
average filter and a less strong filter that is obtained by using a one-parameter filter approach. The non-linear
filter is a second order least squares fit (regression) to the predictor field. For corrector filtering a moving
average filter is used. Finally for image weighting the LFC function introduced by Nogueira et al (1999) is
used. These methods are compared to the non-filtered approach referred to as local predictor. These filtering
approaches were investigated both theoretically and numerically. The numerical investigation was done by
means of synthetic images representing a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional sinusoidal displacement
field having variable wavelengths. From theoretical and numerical analysis followed that the moving average
predictor filter suffered most of modulation effects. When the value of z was decreased to z = 10-2 (less
strong predictor filter) these modulation effects were reduced as well as the rms values. When instead the
moving average filter is applied to the corrector term, the modulation effects also reduce. This is however at
the cost of higher rms values and slower convergence. The regression filter was found to be comparable to
the predictor filter with z = 10-2 in terms of modulation effects but it has considerably lower rms values.
Finally the LFC method shows best performance in terms of modulation and rms values however at the cost
of a considerable increase in computational time. Application of the filtering approaches to experimental
images show there is not much difference in performance in terms of modulation and rms. However it can be
easily observed that the moving average predictor filter suffers strongly from modulation effects and
attenuation of rms values. In case of the local (non-filtered) predictor it was found that the rms values
increased due to instabilities in the process.

1. Introduction
PIV Iterative image interrogation methods are nowadays a common adopted choice due to the
significantly augmented measurement capabilities. The computer power currently available at
affordable costs allows researchers to perform multiple interrogation steps for a single recording
within the minute. The most important advantages of multi-grid techniques are the increase of
dynamic range resolving the constraint of the ¼ rule for the in-plane motion (Keane and Adrian,
1993) and an increased measurement precision (Soria 1996, Westerweel et al. 1997; Scarano and
Riethmuller, 1999). The introduction of the iterative sub-pixel window shift technique (Lecordier,
1997) showed that an important improvement could be obtained also in terms of measurement sub
pixel precision. The iterative window deformation method (Huang et al. 1993, Jambunathan et al.
1995) opened the way to the development of more sophisticated algorithms able to cope with flows
exhibiting a large velocity gradient minimizing the phenomenon of loss-of-pairs due to the in-plane
particle motion. The most important improvement brought to the technique was in terms of the
velocity gradient dynamic range (Fincham and Delerce 2000, Scarano and Riethmuller 1999).
However the properties of the iterative interrogation process, namely the stability and the spatial
resolution of converged results were not known, consequently the interrogation process required a
user determined criterion to terminate the analysis. Nogueira et al. (1999) reported about the
possible unstable behaviour of iterative cross-correlation interrogation when performed with the
image deformation technique. During the worldwide PIV Challenge II (Stanislas et al. 2005), the
issue of the iterative image deformation method stability was repeatedly raised due to the large
number of researchers and system manufacturers adopting iterative interrogation methods with
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implementations varying among the different developers. The worldwide PIV Challenge III showed
that nowadays the image deformation technique could be considered as the standard interrogation
method.
This discussion motivates the authors to investigate the stability and the spatial resolution of
iterative methods based on cross-correlation analysis and image deformation from a fundamental
standpoint. The study focuses on the effect of the filtering approach taken in the iterative PIV
interrogation process. The performance of the filtering process is evaluated in terms of stability and
spatial resolution. Several filtering options are examined; predictor filtering, corrector filtering and
predictor filtering using a special non-linear filter. Finally filtering by means of image weighting
will be examined. The modulation characteristics and susceptibility to instabilities will be examined
by means of continuous filtering analogies where possible.
The filtering strategies will also be examined by applying them to a synthetic one-dimensional and
two-dimensional sinusoidal displacement. For the resulting displacement field the filtering
frequency response can be obtained as well as the amount of random noise that is introduced by the
process. Finally the work is concluded with the application to experimental conditions where the
noise terms cannot be neglected (background light, CCD noise, out-of-plane motion).

2. Iterative interrogation with image deformation
The iterative analysis of PIV recordings can be schematically described as being composed of two
parts:
1) Multi-grid analysis where the interrogation window size is progressively decreased. This
process eliminates the ¼ rule constraint and it is usually terminated when the required window
size is reached.
2) Iterative analysis at a fixed sampling rate (grid spacing) and spatial resolution (window size).
This process allows to further improve the accuracy of the image deformation (Scarano, 2000)
and to a certain extent allows to enhance the spatial resolution of the measurement.
The present investigation is concerned solely with the iterative analysis. In its essence the process
can be described by a predictor-corrector loop as schematically represented in Figure 1. The
iterative equation in its simplest form reads as:
r
r
k +1
(1)
V k +1 = V k + C .
k
Where V indicates the result of the evaluation at the kth iteration and is used as predictor for the
following iteration. The correction term Ck = (cu,cv) is the vector determined by cross-correlating
k

the deformed images: C = Iak " Ibk . The deformed images are obtained from the original images Ia,
Ib according to the relation:
I ak (x, y ) = I a ( x ! udk / 2, y ! vdk / 2)
I bk (x, y ) =!
I b ( x + udk / 2, y + vdk / 2)

(2)
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Figure 1 - Block diagram of the iterative image deformation interrogartion process including
the filtering approaches
Here ud, vd is the image deformation displacement commonly obtained interpolating the predictor
displacement Vk onto a pixel grid. The most common choice for the displacement interpolation is
bi-linear (Huang et al., 1993, Jambunathan et al., 1995, Scarano and Riethmuller, 2000). Higher
order functions have also been considered (Fincham and Delerce, 2000; Lecordier, 2003), which
may in principle improve the accuracy of image deformation. In all cases where sub-pixel image
transformation (sub-pixel window shift and window deformation) is required, high-order
interpolators are used (Astarita and Cardone, 2005). More specific in the current study a sinc
interpolation is used with a 11 × 11 pixel kernel size.
The overall approach appears very logical and its simplicity makes it straightforward to implement,
which probably justifies why it has been broadly adopted in the PIV community. However it has
been shown (Nogueira et al. 1999, Scarano 2004) that the iterative process is intrinsically unstable
and the result may diverge unless the image processing is interrupted at an early stage. The nature
of this instability has already been extensively discussed in literature (Nogueira et al, 1999; Scarano
2004; Astarita, 2006). It is caused by sign reversal in the cross correlation frequency response in
combination with the iterative process. From analysis it is found that wavelengths 2/3 times the
window size will be amplified. This can be illustrated by processing a synthetic PIV recording
having a zero displacement field with a small amount of pixel noise (4/1000). After 20 iterations the
result depicted in Figure 2 is obtained. It clearly shows the amplified waves, where 1.5 wavelengths
fit into an interrogation window.
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Figure 2 – Iterative PIV result after 20 iterations for a zero displacement velocity field

3. Filtering approach
To compensate for the unstable behavior of the basic iterative cross correlation discussed in the
previous section, filtering has to be applied. This can be done in several ways and in several places
in the process, see Figure 1. The approaches used in the current study will be described in the
following sections. In all cases a comparison will be made with the local method, which does not
use any filtering.
3.1 Linear predictor and corrector filtering
The linear filter used in this study is a one-parameter filter that was introduced in Schrijer and
Scarano, 2006. The strength of the filter can be changed using a single parameter z. The filter is
given by:
&C l 2 z $ " z for " % #
( 2 ( )
(3)
f (" ,#) = '
z
z
()C2 ( l 2) $ # for " > #
where C2 is the normalization constant and l is the filter kernel length that is equal to the PIV
interrogation window size WS. When z = ∞, the filter resembles a moving average filter. As the
value of z is decreased the filter shape becomes less full and it reduces to a Dirac pulse for z → 0.
The one-dimensional variant of the one-parameter filter is given in Figure 3-left for several values
of the filter parameter z. The theoretical filter frequency response is presented in Figure 3-right,
showing increased modulation for increasing z values. Here l* is the normalized wavelength, which
is the interrogation windows size (and thus also the filter size) divided by the wavelength under
consideration l*=WS/λ.
The filter response can be used to evaluate both the stability and modulation characteristics for a
given filtering approach as is described below.
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Figure 3 - One-dimensional convolution filter family (left) and its frequency response (right)
In general the linear filtering process can be described as a low-pass convolution filter F that is
applied to either the predictor field Vk, or corrector field Ck. It can be represented by:
r r
r
F V = %% f (" ,#)V (" $ x,# $ y ) dxdy
(4)

( )

!

!

W

In case of predictor filtering the velocity predictor is filtered as shown in the block diagram of
Figure 1. The iterative equation can be written as (Schrijer and Scarano, 2006):
r
r
r
r
V k +1 = rf " V k + rc " V0 # rf " V k ,
(5)

(

)

where rf is the spatial response, V0 is the exact displacement field and rc is the characteristic
response used for image windowing. For a top-hat window (normal cross-correlation) this is equal
to the sinc function: rc = sinc(l*).
For corrector filtering the iterative equation is expressed as (Schrijer and Scarano, 2006):
r
r
r r
V k +1 = V k + rc " rf " V0 # V k .
(6)

(

)

The parameters rc and rf are determined by the spatial frequency l* and in case of rf also the filter
strength z.

!

In case of predictor filtering, z = 10-2 was found as an optimum filter parameter (Schrijer and
Scarano, 2006), this filtering approach will be referred to as ‘pz1e-2’. As base-line the moving
average predictor filter is chosen which will be referred to as ‘pz∞’. In case of corrector filtering the
value z = ∞ was used since this is the only filter strength that theoretically guarantees a stable
process, this will be referred to as ‘cz∞’.
3.2 Non-linear predictor filtering
Contrary to the previous section a non-linear filter is used in the predictor fashion way:
r
r
r
r
V k +1 = Fregr V k + rc " V0 # Fregr V k .

( )

!

[

( )]

(7)

Where Fregr(Vk) represents filtering by means of a second order two-dimensional least-squares
regression having a kernel size equal to the interrogation window size. The benefits of this filter are
that it reduces the modulation effects while retaining good noise reduction behavior.
Due to the non-linearity of the filter it is not possible to infer its frequency response, therefore it
will not be possible to theoretically study the stability behavior and spatial resolution.
3.3 Image weighting
The final filtering approach under investigation is image weighting, introduced by Nogueira et al.
(1999). The method prevents the instabilities to occur by modifying the cross correlation operator,
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which is achieved by weighting the particle images. The weighting function is given by:
# i 2
&# j 2
&
i
j
(8)
w 2 (i, j) = 9%% 4
"4
+ 1((%% 4
"4
+ 1(( .
W
W
$ W
'$ W
'

!

The filter response of this function is given in Figure 4, which shows that for l* < 1.5, the response
is similar to that of a moving average filter having half of the window size. Therefore in the
remaining investigation the window size used for the LFC method is doubled (from 31 to 61) with
respect to the rest of the filtering approaches. However, the original window size is used for the
definition of l*. In order to retain a similar grid-step the overlap should be increased which will
cause a considerable increase in computational time.
For the sake of completeness the iterative equation in case of the LFC method is given:
r
r
r r
V k +1 = V k + rLFC " V0 # V k
(9)

(

)

!

Figure 4 - LFC response versus normalised wavelength

4. Theoretical stability and spatial resolution

!

!
!
!

4.1 Stability coefficient
To obtain the stability for a given filtering approach at a specific spatial frequency, the ratio of two
consecutive updates is analyzed using the iterative equations (4), (5) and (9). The stability coeffient
is defined as:
u k +1 # u k
,
(10)
"= k
u # u k#1
where u is a generic velocity component. When 0 < ε < 1 the ratio of updates is monotonically
decreasing ensuring a stable process. If -1 < ε < 0 the process is still stable, however sign reversal
occurs in the values of the updates (oscillations of decreasing amplitude). Substituting the iterative
equations result in:
" = rf # (1$ rc )
(11)
for predictor filtering and
" = (1# rf $ rc )
(12)
for corrector filtering. In case of LFC image weighting the stability equation is given by:
(13)
" = 1# rLFC .
The stability coefficient is depicted in Figure 5. Except for the local predictor all filtering
approaches are within stability limits. However the corrector filtering method approaches the
unstable limit and therefore can have limited stability. This is also the case for the LFC method but
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in this case this only happens at large normalized wavelengths, which means that there might be
limited stability for high frequency fluctuations (noise).
Additionally the convergence rate can be inferred, which is inversely proportional to the stability
coefficient. From this it can be concluded that the moving average predictor filter (pz∞) has the
fastest and the moving average corrector filter (cz∞) has the slowest convergence. Furthermore it
can be seen that the convergence rate for the LFC method is equal to the local predictor for
l* < 0.75.

Figure 5 - Stability coefficient as a function of
the normalized window size l* for different
filtering approaches

Figure 6 - Theoretical modulation as a
function of the normalized window size l* for
different filtering approaches at iteration 4

4.2 Spatial resolution
The iterative equations (4), (5) and (9) in combination with the filter response rf as a function of l*
can be used to infer the overall modulation of the process. In Figure 6 the different filter approaches
are plotted at the 4th iteration, which is chosen since it is the characteristic number of iterations
performed in a PIV interrogation process. In this figure the non-linear regression is not present
since it is not possible to infer the spatial response of this filter (see section 3.2).
It is apparent that the moving average predictor filter (pz∞) is mostly affected by modulation effects
followed by the moving average corrector filter (cz∞) and the linear predictor filter with z = 10-2.
Finally the best spatial resolution is achieved by the LFC and local method.

5. Numerical assessment
Following the theoretical examination discussed in the previous section a numerical assessment will
be done using synthetic images. The particle images are generated using Monte Carlo simulation.
The particle image size is dp = 2.5 pixels and the particle image density is 0.1 particles per pixel,
which yields approximately 100 particles within a window of 31×31 pixels.
Two displacement fields are used in the assessment: a one-dimensional sinusoidal shearing motion
having a varying wavelength from 620 to 30 pixels and a two-dimensional sinusoidal displacement
resulting in a vortex-like flow-field covering the same wavelengths as in the one-dimensional case.
The interrogation window size is 31×31 pixels and an overlap factor of 90% is used to minimize the
error due to coarse sampling. The LFC method is applied with 61 × 61 pixel windows and an
overlap of 95% is used to ensure the same grid-step when using a 31 × 31 window size. With the
current settings the numerical assessment covers a normalized wavelength range from 0 to 1.
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5.1 One-dimensional sinusoidal displacement
In Figure 7 the spatial response of the filtering approach is given at several iterations. After the first
iteration it can be seen that all the methods show the sinc like frequency response. At iteration 4 the
influence of the different filtering approaches becomes apparent. The LFC approach is the least
influenced by modulation effects followed by the non-linear regression filter, while the linear
predictor filtering approach shows the most modulation effects. The linear predictor filtering with
z = 10-2 and corrector filtering show similar spatial response. At iteration 10 the situation does not
change, however the non-filtered local and corrector filtering process (cz∞) show overshoot
indicating limited stability.

Figure 7 - Spatial response of cross-correlation analysis for a 1D sinusoidal displacement as a
function of the normalized window size l* for different filtering approaches.
In Figure 8-left the modulation is depicted versus the number of iterations. It can be seen that the
predictor methods converge fastest followed by the LFC and regression method. The corrector
method shows the slowest convergence as predicted by theory and the local predictor overshoots
and diverges. The rms values corresponding to this situation are given in Figure 8-middle, showing
the unstable behavior of the local predictor. Furthermore it can be seen that the regression filter has
the lowest rms values followed by the LFC method and the linear predictor filter with z = 10-2.
Finally the rms distribution as a function of the non-dimensional wavelength is given in Figure 8right, where the overall trend is observed that the rms increases with l*. For l* < 0.6 the local and
moving average corrector filtering have the highest rms values.

Figure 8 - Spatial response and rms values as a function of the numer of iterations (left and
middle) and rms values as a function of the normalized window size (right)
5.2 Two-dimensional sinusoidal displacement
The spatial response of the different filtering approaches for the two-dimensional case is similar to
the one-dimensional case only the overall modulation effects start at a lower l* (compare Figure 7
and Figure 9). This is caused due to the two-dimensionality of the signal, which introduces an extra
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smoothing direction with respect to the one-dimensional signal. The LFC method still shows the
least modulation while the most modulation is again observed for the moving average predictor
filter. Furthermore the overshoot of the local predictor is no longer apparent as in the onedimensional case.

Figure 9 - Spatial response of cross-correlation analysis for a 2D sinusoidal displacement as a
function of the normalized window size l* for different filtering approaches.
From Figure 10-left it can be seen that convergence is reached in terms of modulation within 4
iterations except for the local predictor and corrector filter, which show slower convergence as was
also found in the one-dimensional case. The corresponding rms values (Figure 10-middle) are found
to decrease with iterations except for the local predictor. The LFC has the lowest rms value.
Looking at the rms values as a function of the non-dimensional wavelength (Figure 10-right) it can
be seen that it increases in all cases and that for wavelengths l* < 0.35 the predictor and LFC
approach results in the lowest rms values.

Figure 10 - Spatial response of cross-correlation analysis for a 2D sinusoidal displacement as a
function of the normalized window size l* for different filtering approaches
In Table 1 the spatial frequency (l*) is given at the minus 3dB cut-off point for the total error
(modulation plus rms) for both the one-dimensional and two-dimensional signal. The results found
for the one-dimensional are similar to the two-dimensional signal only the cut-off frequency is
reduced. Overall it is found that the largest cut-off frequency is found for the LFC method, followed
by the local method, the non-linear regression filter, linear predictor and corrector filters.
Table 1 – normalized wavelength l* at minus 3db total error (modulation+rms) cut-off point
1D
2D

Local
0.79
0.57

pz1e-2
0.72
0.51

pz∞
0.64
0.45
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cz∞
0.71
0.50

LFC61
0.90
0.60

regr
0.78
0.53
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6. Experimental assessment
To assess the filtering approaches under real life experimental conditions, PIV images of the water
flow over a backward facing step are used. The flow facility is a gravity driven closed circuit water
tunnel. The inlet channel has a 100 × 240 (h × w) mm2 cross section before expansion. The step
height was h = 20 mm and the expansion ratio is 1.2. A double cavity pulsed Nd:Yag laser
(~120 mJ/pulse) was used as light source. LATEX particles (dp ~ 25 µm) are used as seeding. An
example of the flow field is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Averaged PIV result for the flow over the backward facing step
The scattered light was acquired by means of an 12 bit PCO sensicam CCD camera having
1280 × 1024 pixels which was cropped to 1280 × 320 pixels. The time separation between the laser
pulses was Δt = 5 ms. Experiments are conducted at Reh = 5.0×103, with a free-stream velocity of
U∞ = 12.5 cm/s. The overall field of view is 160 × 40 mm2.
For the statistical analysis 200 images were used. The interrogation window size was set to 61×61
pixels for the LFC method and 31×31 pixels for the rest of the filtering approaches. The overlap
factor was 80% and it was increased to 90% in case of the LFC method to retain the same grid step,
which resulted in a considerable increase in computational time.
Local

pz∞

pz1e-2

cz∞

regr

LFC61

Figure 12 - Analysis of PIV recordings with different filtering approaches. Mean velocity
magnitude over 200 recordings after 4 iterations, scale is the same as in Figure 11
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In Figure 12 the results for the different filtering approaches are reported, the scales are equal to
Figure 11. Comparing the results shows the increased spatial resolution of the methods compared to
the moving average predictor (cz∞) approach by observing the local velocity maximum in the
recirculation zone behind the step. This is not observed for the LFC method because the window
size is larger and therefore the border around the image is increased.
Finally in Figure 13 and Figure 14 the rms values of the vertical velocity component at respectively
y = 3 cm and x = 10 cm are shown. Except for the local and the moving average predictor filter all
methods return similar rms values. In case of the local method the rms values are increased due to
the unstable nature of the method. On the other hand when using the moving average predictor, the
rms values are attenuated because of excessive smoothing.

Figure 13 - Rms of the vertical velocity
component on the line y = 3 cm

Figure 14 - Rms of the vertical velocity
component on the line x = 10 cm

6. Conclusions
Different filtering strategies were studied that can be used to compensate or prevent instabilities
during the iterative PIV interrogation process: predictor filtering, corrector filtering and image
weighting. In case of predictor filtering two linear and one non-linear filter are used. The linear
filters are a moving average filter and a less strong filter that is obtained by using a one-parameter
filter approach. The non-linear filter is a second order least squares fit (regression) to the predictor
field. For corrector filtering a moving average filter is used. Finally for image weighting the LFC
function introduced by Nogueira et al (1999) is used. These methods are compared to the nonfiltered approach referred to as local predictor.
From theoretical and numerical analysis followed that the moving average predictor filter suffered
most of modulation effects. When the value of z was decreased to z = 10-2 (less strong predictor
filter) these modulation effects were reduced as well as the rms values. When instead the moving
average filter is applied to the corrector term, the modulation effects also reduce. This is however at
the cost of higher rms values and slower convergence. The regression filter was found to be
comparable to the predictor filter with z = 10-2 in terms of modulation effects but it has
considerably lower rms values.
Finally the LFC method shows best performance in terms of modulation and rms values however at
the cost of a considerable increase in computational time. Application of the filtering approaches to
200 experimental PIV images of a water flow over a backward facing step show there is not much
difference in performance in terms of modulation and rms. However it was observed that the
moving average predictor filter suffers strongly from modulation effects and attenuation of rms
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values. Additionally it was observed that without filtering (local predictor) the rms values are
increased due to the instabilities in the process.
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